Morphological, histological and ultrastructural changes in the olive pistil during flowering.
Sexual reproduction is essential for the propagation of higher plants. From an agronomical point of view, this is a particularly key process because fertilization guarantees fruit formation in most cultivated fruit species. In the olive, however, in spite of its agricultural importance, little attention has been paid to the study of sexual reproduction. In order to investigate the cellular and molecular mechanisms that regulate pollen-pistil interactions in the olive during the progamic phase, it is essential to first have a good knowledge of the reproductive structures involved in such interactions. This study characterizes the anatomical and ultrastructural changes in the olive pistil, beginning from the young pistil developing within the bud until the time of petal loss and visible stigma senescence. We have correlated changes in the pistil with a series of defined floral developmental stages and determined that olive pistil structures cannot be considered completely mature and ready to be pollinated and fertilized until the onset of anthesis. Our results clearly show histological and ultrastructural variation during the diverse flowering events. We discuss whether the changes observed might influence or result from pollen-pistil interactions during the progamic phase.